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Best Fit
Tax and accounting �rms who want a truly customized website backed by a vendor
who has heavily invested in updating its products over the past nine months.

Strengths

Not limited to template-based or out-of-the-box header, button, content �eld
designs and layouts.
Unlimited pages.
SEO optimized with embedded search engine submission system and statistics
pages.
Unique customer-owned domain names.
Emochila manages and maintains all client sites. They make unlimited website
edits included in the service fee.
Newsletters are emailed automatically on the tenth of the month to an unlimited
number of client emails.
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System can sync an entire �rm’s email to Gmail.
Four free hours of CPE credits through CPElink.com are offered to those who sign
up for the service.
Designers utilize new programming languages, including html5, css3 and jQuery.

Potential Limitations

Firms cannot directly manage their own websites, even for simple changes.

Websites include a “Powered by eMochila” logo and link at the bottom of each
page.

Summary & Pricing
Emochila’s Websites for Accountants can truly look the way a �rst-class designer
would envision them … and function the way a technologist would want. The
company’s work over the last nine months to upgrade its design and functionality
should have a big impact in the site building arena. There is no setup cost, and the
basic recurring fee is $70 a month. Add-ons include individual, professional graphic
design for a fee ranging from $499 to $1,999. The company notes that the most
popular add-on is the $999 design package. Design add-ons include personalized
logo, custom-built graphic design and animated design.
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